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=============================================================== 
EDITOR NOTES– Susan Keith 
 
I hope everyone has enjoyed a peaceful summer.  The coming fiscal year for the CTNIG 
promises to be a productive and progressive one.  We are concentrating our energies on 
networking and education in order to better serve our existing membership, encourage 
new membership and to support the growing public desire for integrative health care.  
More than ever we see signs of the public’s message getting through.  A good example is 
the new program now available at the University of Saskatchewan.  Dr. Marilyn Baetz, a 
psychiatrist at the university has developed a training program in spirituality for medical 
students based on a model from the George Washington University Institute for Spiritual 
Care designed by Dr. Christina Pulchaski.  According to Dr. Pulchaski, the basic concept 
of this model of training is that “spirituality is a key dimension for achieving optimal 
health and coping with illness”.  The program emphasizes the need to treat the whole 
person, and to respond to all their needs.  You will note in this issue of the newsletter, 
other examples of the growing awareness of our vision “to have Complementary 
Therapies (CT) recognized, incorporated and integrated into nursing and health care in 
Ontario”.  As nurses and as prominent participants in health care, we have a 
responsibility to the public and to the system itself, to actively be involved in creating a 
harmonious balance in health service. 
 
In Good Spirit 
Susan Keith, R.N. 
=============================================================== 



The quest for certainty blocks the search for meaning. Uncertainty is the very 
condition to impel man to unfold his powers. 

--Erich Fromm 
             
 
FEW WORDS” – from the President – Darka Neill 
 
 
             

EXECUTIVE PERSPECTIVE 
 
 
=============================================================== 
"The doctor of the future will give no medicine, but instead will interest his patients 
in the care of the human frame, in diet, and the causes and prevention of disease."  

---Thomas Edison 
             
 
CURRENT EVENTS 
 
Congratulations to the Belleville Complementary Therapy nurses who have formed a 
liaison group of the RNAO-CTNIG.  Under the direction of their Chairperson, Janet 
Riley, their meeting of July 14, 2004 was also attended by Carole Quinn, Martina 
McKinnon, Valerie Green, and Charlotte Pinate.  They have come together to provide 
support for the CTNIG in the Belleville area, acting as a liaison to their community by 
monitoring ongoing CTNIG activities and promoting professional and public awareness.  
They are planning educational events such as a Health Fair scheduled at Belleville 
General Hospital on October 21, 2004. (see Upcoming)    Good Work All!!!!   
           
 
The final report, "Complementary Therapies and Hospice Palliative Care", prepared by 
former 3rd year nursing students, Natalie Fortin, Elizabeth Brodie-Feres, Robin Peck, and 
Cindy Sandercock, from the Humber College Bachelor of Nursing (BN) Degree program, 
in collaboration with the University of New Brunswick has generously been provided to 
us for our use.  It is a comprehensive study of the use of Complementary Therapies in 
Hospice/Palliative Care that focused specifically on Therapeutic Touch, Aromatherapy, 
Reiki and Massage.  Our thanks and congratulations go out to them on their extensive 
research and fine report. 
           
 
The holistic examination panel consultations to develop policy for holistic business 
licensing in Toronto are getting under way.  Rudolf Czekalla-Martinez from Policy & 
Business Planning, Municipal Licensing & Standards, Urban Deve lopment Services 
writes:    
“The first round of consultations will take place on Tuesday September 28, 2004 at 6:00 
p.m. at City Hall, Committee Room 4 (on the second floor).  At this meeting, City staff 



will provide participants with an overview of the present bylaw, the current challenges, 
and the mandate of the consultations, as directed by City Council. Staff will set out the 
basic aims of the consultations as well as the parameters of any proposed solutions. 
Depending on the size of the group attending the consultation session, workgroups shall 
be established to tackle a number of issues identified by staff. Participants will also be 
asked to identify any other issues they feel pertinent, and to propose alternative 
solutions.” 
           
 
The Peterborough Examiner reported Aug 24th that “a group of counselors and therapists 
(were holding) an open house for residents grappling with flood related stress.  Donna 
Dittrick, a Norwood-based therapist, said the goal of the event is to let city residents 
know they are not alone in dealing with the lingering effects of last month's flood.”   A 
follow up call went out from the CTNIG for complementary therapists in the area to 
assist where possible.  
 
In response to this call for complementary therapists to come to the aid of Peterborough 
residents, Joan Berry had this to say: 
 
“Dear Folks: 
 Its so wonderful to hear how you are reaching out into the community. I’m in Mass US 
waiting to come back to Canada.  Good to know Ill be returning to people like you all.” 
Blessings Joan Berry 
RN holistic health practitioner  
============================================================== 
UPCOMING 
 
The CTNIG will be participating in the Nurse Practitioner Association of Ontario 
Conference entitled ‘Creating a Vision for the Future’.   It is scheduled for November 12 
and 13, 2004 at the Eaton Center Marriot Hotel.  Our panel presentation will be on 
Saturday, November 13th from 1:00 pm to 2:15 pm.   
            
 
We have been invited back to the Ontario Hospice Association Conference to provide 
mini treatments to attendees.   Once again it will be held at the Nottawasaga Inn October 
14th to 16th, 2004.  Volunteers are still needed for this event.  Treatment times are Friday, 
October 15th, 10:00 am to 6:00 pm and Saturday, October 16th, 9:00 am to 4:00 pm.  We 
were a big hit at last year’s conference and expect even more interest in our activities this 
year.  If you can help out during any or all of these times, please contact Jeannette 
McCullough, Membership Coordinator (contact informa tion, second page). 
Be sure to look for Jeannette at the conference as she presents A CELEBRATION OF 
THE SACRED: THE SOUND AND HEALING OF AN INSPIRITED DRUM 

.              
 
Janet Riley reports that their RNAO-CTNIG Liaison Group, along with the Belleville 
RNPAO will present a jointly organized Health Fair at the Belleville General Hospital, 



Ritchie Auditorium on October 21, 2004.  There will be a CTNIG display booth and mini 
treatments will be provided.  A draw will be conducted with a ballot that allows nurses to 
indicate their interest in the local CTNIG. 
            
 
Linda Roan, C.Ht., M.Ht. sends us information on this coming program: 
 
We are very excited to announce that the network presentation, PLI (Past Life 
Investigation) will be airing on CBC Television this September 29, October 6, and 
October 13, at 8:00 p.m.  As this groundbreaking program is the first of its kind in 
Canada, the incredible footage was compiled as a series - remember to watch all three 
episodes! 
The Ontario Hypnosis Centre worked for many months filming with the CBC to create 
this series.  Dr. Cannon regressed dozens of volunteers back into lives that uncovered not 
only riveting stories, but provided incredible opportunities for their healing in this life.  
CBC researchers, sociologists, archeologists, and historians traveled to Ireland, Germany, 
Chicago, and India to research and validate the information that was gathered in the 
sessions. 
 
             
 
Here lies the great gift of the Spirit; though we may have lost our way, when we 
come to that realization, we discover the path once again. 

---Dr. Lauren Artress 
            
             
MEDIA MUSINGS 
             
 
INSIGHTS 
 
The July/August issue of Registered Nurse Journal features an article about 
complementary therapies in nursing.  Several CTNIG members were interviewed for, 
provided material for and were quoted in the article.  We hope you will take the time to 
read it and let us know your comments.  Here are some of the responses so far: 
 
CTNIG Newsletter: 

Have just reviewed the August RN Journal with the interviews on CT.  

While I am very pleased with the overall article, I do wish to make a few observations, 
seeking clarification for my portion of the interview.  

First, I am a subcontract nurse in independent practice, to my associate Linda Barkhouse' 
- Concepts in Pain Management.  

Presently, we have over a hundred current patients; accepting only patients who have 
been referred to us by our associate - consulting forensic psychologist. The patients are 



primarily from auto or work related accidents. The fee for service comes from the 
patients insurers; and not from OHIP. I do not wish nurses to be mislead in reading the 
article.  

Barkhouse' practice in chronic pain, follows a comprehensive structured, health 
education counselling programme, in which CT plays an interpretive adjunct role, in 
teaching patients better pain management and relaxation strategies. The patients are 
followed by their medical physicians, and may be in the process of healing from surgical 
intervention related to their injuries. Many are in rehabilitation/physical therapy. 
Consultation and collaboration among the medical care providers, is essential in the 
practice, to ensure that the patient receives the most comprehensive options to wellness. 
   

My role is to facilitate the patient with techniques to cope better on their own. The 
patient receives a comprehensive delivery of care, which becomes more self directed, 
but with the builtin security of the medical, integrative/complementary approach.       

The August article reports my use of hypnosis as an adjunct in CT. I wish to clarify that 
hypnotherapy makes up a miniscule proportion of my practice. In fact - visualization and 
guided imagery are really a level of hypnosis - of which the patient engages safely, in 
majority of the those - I see.  

Nurses in USA., have been utilizing forms of CT and hypnotherapy for decades now. In 
fact, the use of CT is part of the daily, documentation progress note - used at Bon 
Secours Hospital HFHS., in Grosse Pointe Michigan; - and at Hope Hospice Lee County 
Florida. I know, because I worked at both places. Holistic Nursing is about more then 
providing an adjunct to conventional practices. It is about intentionality. Therefore, 
when recognized and respected in its' true context, it is do - able on any given day.     

Herein lies a caveat.  RNs must be accountable to the public/within the scope of their 
nursing practice when administering these therapies.    

I am a RN., certified in Holistic Nursing Level one, Certified Healing Touch 
Practitioner, and Therapeutic Touch Practitioner.  

As well, I am a Certified Hypnotherapist with ongoing CEU Certificate of 18.0 
accredited hrs., approved by of the Ontario College of Family Physicians of Canada; and 
the 18.0 hrs of CEU recognized by the Ontario Psychological Association. I 
am an affiliate member of the Canadian Society of Clinical Hypnotists - Ontario 
Division. I seek and receive ongoing hypnotherapy mentorship in my work - with the 
above mentioned governing body. 

This is a sacred process - wherein the patient becomes facilitated, in a more self 
directed - self determined course towards wholeness.      

Thank you for including me, in this important article on CT.  

Sincerely 



Angela E. Peters RN., CHTP., CHt., HNC Level One. 

Windsor Ontario 

 
     AND 

From Carla Peppler 

“It was a well done article.  I'm glad the message is getting into the mainstream. 

Carla 

 
     AND 
 

Thanks for bringing this to our attention. The article was very informative and clarifies 
some of the issues nurses express in their disbelief. 

 Particularly focusing  was the statement around centering, authenticity and the need for 
the nurse to know " what the needs and possibilities are in this"  This is what the college 
needs to emphasize and endorse  as a reality. It applies to allopathic medicine as well.  

 However, the most important information will be in the form of Evidence-based 
research and Peer reviewed publishing. We all know that. 

 I was at the AGM where P.A.Gauthier made these remarks. Yes he has seen dying 
patients, " spending their last hope and dollars on CT and alternative therapies that don't 
work." His statements concern me. They do not offer speculation or open-endedness. 

 Firstly, he groups together CT and AT, which your article so nicely differentiates and 
explains, if only readers would hear this. 

Secondly he does not qualify "hope". For what? If the patient is truly dying there is a 
struggle between the coherent stubborn mind and intuitive spirit. Why deny a pt. the 
right to a treatment which is known to relax and bring a sense of balance and peace to 
the wounded body let alone adjunctively increase the endorphin response to treatment. 
This brings quality to dying. In fact it is a taste of  the life outside of the body. In this 
there is hope. 

My personal take on life is that the body is the servant of the spirit, not the spirit servant 
to the body.  Look at children. They are fully responsive to their spirit. They trust. Look 
at a horse. It will cross the narrow ridge without panic. It will not fall. Only a rider , thus 
a second master, who doesn't trust can make it falter. Our spirit looks after us and will do 
a good job if we ask for this. Remove the obstacles to balance in spirit and look what 
happens : big unpredictable surprises. We have all experienced this. Surprise sells the 
concept even if it is not yet scientifically proven. Belief comes with benefice and 
beneficence is a standard in Nursing.  

Magee McGuire, 



Guelph, Ont 

 
Thank you all for your excellent comments. 
             
Authentic power is the alignment of your personality with your soul. 
        ---Gary Zukav 
             
CONTINUED EDUCATION 
 
Information provided here is meant as a resource only and we, the CTNIG, do not 
endorse any particular institution/ organization.  The following is a sampling of education 
opportunities. 
 
WEBSITES - FYI 
 
http://www.insightconnections.com      Ontario Hypnosis Centre 
Last issue 
"The Honor Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International"  A new source for the 
knowledge needed to help patients, staff, colleagues and yourself 
<customerservice@nursingknowledge.org> 
 
The following journals have some solid research based articles regarding 'alternative therapies' 
including energy based healing, chinese medicine, and overall holistic healthcare.  The websites 
are as follows: 
  
www.alternative-therapies.com  (Alternative Therapies in Health and Medicine)  
www.imjournal.com  (Integrative Medicine) 
www.advancesjournal.com   (Advances in Mind-Body Medicine) 
 
http://www.incamresearch.ca/ - Canadian Interdisciplinary Network for Complementary & 
Alternative Medicine Research. 
 
RNAO    www. rnao.org/ 
=============================================================== 



BOOKS IN REVIEW 
 



NOTEWORTHY 
 
On the last set of R.N. exams, one of the questions referenced complementary therapies.  
Jean Barry at the Canadian Nurses’ Association stated that the actual questions on the 
exam are confidential and cannot be made public.  However, I was informed that a set of 
competencies within each category are tested with at least one question.  The area of 
Nurse-Patient Relationship included a determination of competency around the nurse’s 
respect of the patient’s choice in using complementary therapies such as aromatherapy, 
Therapeutic Touch, acupuncture etc.  Although that was all the information they would 
provide, it is interesting to note that this reference was made!!! 
 
   
 
ADVERTISERS 
 
Advertising space is available on a per issue basis.  This is a great way to get your 
services known to a wide market.   
 
The advertising rates for inclusion in the newsletter are as follows: 
  
    one-half page                                                        $  50.00 
    full page                                                                $  90.00 
  
We also offer additional rates for advertising outside of the newsletter as follows: 
  
    separate email flyer                                         $100.00 
    separate snail mail flyer (supplied by advertiser)      $200.00 
  
All email messaging must be in plain text only since it must go in the body of the email 
and not as an attachment.  For further information, contact Susan Keith at 
ch.concepts@sympatico.ca. 
 
DID YOU KNOW? 
Advertising rates for RNAO-CTNIG members are available at 50% off!!!    
 
=============================================================== 
WHO TO CONTACT 
 
President                                 
Darka Neill   *   416-239-9083   *   darka_neill@sympatico.ca 
Communications Officer 
Jodi Cole   *   416-469-6419   *   jcole@tegh.on.ca 
Membership Coordinator      
Jeannette McCullough   *   416-536-7424   *   hawthorn@pathcom.com 
Executive Editor                     



Susan Keith   *   905-278-9800   *   ch.concepts@sympatico.ca 
Educations Officers  
TammyAnderson   *   905-873-6982   *   murry@qualitytreeservice.ca 
Laurie   McGill   *   416-868-1817 
Research Officer 
Sheila Lewis   *   416-736-2100(22567)   *   sheilalewis@rogers.com 
Policy and Political Action Officer                  
Connie Denomme   *   416-425-2744   *   deno64@sympatico 
Finance Officer                      
Claire Stark   *   416-535-6357   *   claire.stark@sympatico.ca 


